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I. INTRODUCTION 

Pursuant to Section 5.502(e) of the Commission’s Formal Proceeding regulations, 52 Pa. 

Code § 5.502(e), Laura Sunstein Murphy (“Murphy” or “Amicus”) respectfully submits this 

Amicus Curiae Brief in Opposition to PECO Energy Company’s (“PECO”) Brief in Support of 

Petition for Interlocutory Review ("Brief") filed with the Commission’s Secretary on July 28, 

2015 in the above-captioned matter. 

Amicus, Laura Sunstein Murphy, is a resident of West Chester, PA and a PECO customer 

with an interest in the instant matter and the Commission’s adjudication of PECO’s Petition for 

Interlocutory Review.  Murphy is the Complainant in the matter of Murphy v. PECO, Docket 

No. C-2015-2475726, a case currently pending before the Commission and scheduled for hearing 

on August 19, 2015.  In her Complaint against PECO, Murphy has alleged that PECO’s 

compulsory installation of smart meters that emit Electro Magnetic Field (EMF) radiation may 

constitute a violation of the utility’s duty to provide safe and reasonable service to her under 

Section 1501 of the Public Utility Code, because Murphy is disabled and uniquely susceptible to 

the harmful effects of EMF emissions.  Although the instant matter and Murphy’s case differ in 

significant ways, PECO has asked the Commission to weigh in on issues that may directly affect 

Murphy’s prosecution of her Formal Complaint. 

In its Petition for Interlocutory Review, PECO asks the Commission to resolve two (2) 

material questions.  PECO Brief at 8.  The first question deals with disallowing Susan Kreider’s 

“claims of health effects and disability arising from the smart meter.”  Id.  The second question 

relates to the exclusion of “evidence, testimony or discussion” to support Ms. Kreider’s claim 

that PECO is providing unreasonable service where PECO's’s smart meter caused adverse health 

effects on Ms. Kreider.  Id.  The Commission’s resolution of these questions may  directly affect 
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Murphy’s ability to pursue her claims against PECO, and for this reason, Murphy is asking the 

Commission to deny PECO’s request to answer the material questions of the Kreider case in the 

affirmative.  As explained in greater detail below, granting PECO’s request would deny Kreider 

and Murphy their due process rights to be heard in their respective cases.  Therefore, the 

Commission should deny PECO's requests to quash testimony on the two material questions as 

to harmful effects of the smart meter to Ms. Kreider and unreasonable service in her case. 

II. LEGAL ARGUMENT 

PECO’s Petition for Interlocutory Review asks the Commission to resolve two material 

questions that, if answered in the affirmative, would preclude Complainant Kreider from 

introducing relevant and material evidence to support her claims of unreasonable service against 

the Company.  An affirmative answer to those questions also might negatively  affect Amicus 

Murphy because it would establish a precedent that disabled customers cannot put forth the case 

that an accommodation should be made to protect vulnerable individuals from the harmful health 

effects of smart meters.  The Commission should not adopt a blanket rule that prevents 

customers from presenting evidence in these types of cases.  Instead, the Commission should 

allow Complainants to proceed with their claims and should examine the evidence on a case-by-

case basis to determine whether the allegations ofunsafe and unreasonable service are valid. 

The Commission should rule against PECO in this matter, because failing to do so would 

lead to an infringement of Kreider’s due process rights and her rights under the Americans with 

Disability Act Title II.  In addition, it is inappropriate for the Commission to preclude Kreider 

from presenting evidence about her health conditions and disability because there are genuine 

issues of material fact that require a hearing, and PECO is not entitled to judgment as a matter of 

law on the questions raised by the Complaint.  Further, an affirmative answer to the questions 
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presented would create substantial prejudice to Amicus and would significantly constrain her 

ability to prosecute her case before the Commission. 

A. Answering the Material Questions in the Affirmative Would Deny Complainants 
Their Due Process Rights 

In its Petition and Brief, PECO asks the Commission to answer the material questions in 

a manner that would exclude evidence of the adverse health effects of smart meters on 

Complainant Kreider.  PECO argues that excluding evidence of health effects would prevent 

substantial prejudice to PECO,  because allowing the evidence would compel PECO to present 

expert testimony to rebut the Complainant’s evidence.  PECO Brief at 7.  PECO also claims that 

allowing the disputed evidence related to the health effects of the smart meter on Ms. Kreider  

would unnecessary waste PECO’s resources and would expose the Company to similar 

complaints.  PECO Brief at 6.  Absent from PECO’s justifications for excluding material 

evidence is the effect of the exclusion on the due process rights of the Complainants, Kreider and 

Murphy. 

In essence, PECO is arguing that the Commission should overturn the decision of 

Administrative Law Judge Darlene Heep, which denied PECO’s Motion in limine seeking to 

exclude evidence of the deleterious health symptoms caused by the Company’s smart meter.  

See, Kreider v. PECO, Docket No. C-2015-2469655 (Interim Order No. 7, issued July 23, 2015).  

In her decision, Judge Heep agreed with PECO that no evidence of “opt-outs” would be allowed, 

but it denied PECO’s attempt to exclude evidence of health symptoms.  Judge Heep was correct 

in her decision because she recognized that Kreider’s claim of unreasonable service is directly 

linked to the negative health effects of the smart meters that PECO is installing in compulsory 

fashion throughout its territory.  The Commission should uphold the ruling of ALJ Heep and 

allow evidence of health effects to show that smart meters are unsafe to Kreider.  If this type of 
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evidence is excluded, the Presiding Officer and the Commission will lack the necessary facts to 

adjudicate the questions raised in the instant proceeding. 

Answering the material questions in the affirmative would deny Kreider her due process 

rights and would create a precedent that will negatively impact Murphy’s ability to exercise her 

due process right to be heard.  The Kreider and Murphy complaints were filed with the 

Commission pursuant to Chapter 7 of the Public Utility Code.  66 Pa. C.S. § 701, et seq.  Chapter 

7 and basic principles of due process require “a full hearing, including the development of a 

record and a decision by the Commission based on that hearing with full findings.”  Popowsky v. 

Pa. PUC, 805 A.2d 637, 643 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2002).  Further, and most importantly, failure by the 

Commission to provide a party the opportunity to present evidence or cross-examine witnesses 

denies the party a meaningful opportunity to be heard as provided in Chapter 7 of the Public 

Utility Code and required by due process.  Id. 

The fact that PECO would have to defend itself against allegations of unsafe or 

unreasonable service should not preclude complainants from exercising their rights to present 

evidence to support their claims.  It is important that the Commission provide litigants a 

meaningful opportunity to be heard, even if it means that the utility and the Commission will 

have to expend resources to defend and adjudicate the claims of Complainants.  Due process 

should not be compromised in order to protect utilities from having the inconvenience of 

addressing issues raised by customers regarding their service. 

B. There Are Genuine Issues of Material Fact in the Kreider and Murphy Complaints 
that Require a Hearing, and PECO Is Not Entitled to Judgment as a Matter of 
Law. 

In its Brief, PECO argues that the issue of its unreasonable service to disabled individuals 

with fragile health should not be the subject of evidentiary hearings, because the Commission 
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has decided that its smart meter deployment plan has no “opt-out.”  PECO Brief at 7-8.  In 

support of this untenable position, the Company cites a number of cases where the Commission 

sided with PECO and ruled that the utility is obligated under Act 129 to install smart meter 

throughout its territory, and that customers have no right to opt out.  The Commission’s 

decisions on the opt-out question are inapposite to the key issue in the Kreider and Murphy 

complaints.  The Commission has not made a definitive ruling on whether PECO’s compulsory 

installation of smart meters in homes of disabled customers who are susceptible to Electro 

Magnetic Field (EMF) emissions constitutes unsafe and unreasonable service in violation of 

Section 1501 of the Public Utility Code.  For this reason, Kreider and Murphy should be allowed 

to present evidence on the way their health is affected by smart meters and the Commission 

should decide whether PECO’s refusal to make accommodations constitutes unsafe and 

unreasonable service. 

The Commission’s decisions on the opt-out issue do not control the questions raised by 

the Kreider and Murphy complaints.  The question of unreasonable and unsafe service in the 

context of compulsory installation of smart meters at the premises of disabled customers was not 

answered by any of the decisions cited by PECO in its Brief.  Of the cases cited by PECO, none 

of them pleaded violations of Section 1501, disability or specific health effects attributed to 

smart meters.  Some of the cases pleaded generalized concerns with smart meters and sought to 

opt-out of PECO’s program.  In most instances, the complainants proceeded pro se, and in some 

cases, the complainants failed to respond to PECO’s pleadings.  It is disingenuous for PECO to 

claim that these cases should control the outcome in the Kreider or Murphy matters.  Every 

single one of the cases cited is distinguishable from the Complaints at issue here. 
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When the Commission has addressed violations of Section 1501 and a utility’s failure to 

provide safe, reasonable and adequate service, the agency has investigated fully and has often 

ruled in favor of complainants.  See, e.g. Young v. National Fuel Gas Distribution Corp., Docket 

No. C-2008-2059233, 2009 Pa. PUC LEXIS 940 (Initial Decision issued Feb. 6, 2009) (NFG 

ordered to remedy unsafe condition resulting from the installation of a gas meter at 

Complainant’s residence pursuant to Section 1501 of the Public Utility Code).  Also, in PUC 

BIE v. West Penn Power Co., Docket No. C-2012-2307244 (Order issued Jan. 9, 2014), the 

Commission approved a settlement that imposed an $86,000.00 fine on the utility for failure to 

provide safe and reasonable service in accordance with Section 1501 of the Public Utility Code.  

In the West Penn Power case, a customer was killed as a result of an unsafe condition that the 

utility failed to correct (Carrie Goretzka was killed when a high voltage line fell on her yard after 

the customer had complained repeatedly about unsafe conditions at the premises).  Based on 

these cases and other precedent, PECO’s claim that the Company is entitled to judgment as a 

matter of law in the Kreider matter is without merit. 

PECO mistakenly relies on Act 129 to argue that smart meter installation is compulsory 

and universal and that no exceptions (opt-outs) should be allowed.  PECO Brief at 9.  PECO’s 

position disregards the fact that there is nothing in Act 129 or Commission regulations or Orders 

that compels PECO or any other utility to violate Section 1501 in order to accomplish the goals 

of Act 129.  In reality, the Commission has read Section 1501 and Act 129 in tandem.  See, 

Implementation of Act 129 of October 15, 2008; Default Service And Retail Electric Markets, 

Docket No. L-2009-2095604, 2011 Pa. PUC LEXIS 114 (Order issued Oct. 4, 2011) (the 

Commission promulgates its Act 129 regulations in accordance with, inter alia, Section 1501 of 

the Public Utility Code).  Also, in Smart Meter Procurement and Installation, Docket No. M-
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2009-2092655 (Implementation Order issued Jan. 24, 2009), the Commission required that smart 

meters have the capability to disconnect and reconnect service remotely because such 

functionality provides the ability to realize “safety, efficiency and cost benefits.”  Id. at 18 

(emphasis added).  Act 129 is not intended to be implemented in a manner that ignores or 

contravenes the mandate of Section 1501 for utilities to provide safe, reasonable and adequate 

service.  If implementation of Act 129 leads a utility to render unsafe or unreasonable service, 

the Commission must decide what changes (or accommodations) the utility must make in order 

to comply with Section 1501.  This is the issue that is raised by the Kreider and Murphy 

complaints, and the Commission must offer these complainants an opportunity to be heard on 

that question in accordance with due process. 

Evidence of disability and negative health effects is crucial to the determination of 

whether PECO is providing unsafe service in violation of Section 1501.  It will be impossible for 

the Commission to determine whether PECO’s smart meters create an unsafe condition unless 

the adverse effects of the devices on the Complainants are known.  In her Notice of Self Help 

sent to PECO on August 5, 2014, Kreider’s counsel explained her medical condition and the 

health effects of PECO’s smart meter.  See, Exhibit A (attached).  This is the kind of evidence 

the Commission must consider to fairly adjudicate the claims in this matter. 

The proper course for the Commission to follow is to allow complainants claiming unsafe 

and unreasonable service due to the harmful health effects of smart meters as to them to present 

their evidence at an in-person hearing before an Administrative Law Judge.  Each complainant 

will have the burden to prove that he or she has a condition that makes him or her susceptible to 

EMF emissions, and that PECO is providing unsafe or unreasonable service by forcing the 

customer to have smart meters on their  premises.  These matters should be decided on a case-by-
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case basis, and not by a blanket edict that there are no “opt-outs” to PECO’s smart meter 

deployment plan.  Amicus respectfully submits that the Commission will find that 

accommodations are necessary for some customers, depending on their individual medical 

circumstances. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing, Amicus Laura Sunstein Murphy respectfully requests that the 

Commission answer the material questions in PECO’s Petition for Interlocutory Review in the 

negative, affirm and uphold Judge Heep’s Interim Order No. 7 in this matter, and grant any other 

relief the Commission deems just and proper under the circumstances. 

 Respectfully submitted, 
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